.. The question thus arise whether this contact is the cause of , or the consequence of, the bent structure. The question could presumably be answered by determining the molecular structure in the gas phase. We found , however, that the vapor pressure I thermal stability was too lew to allow a study by gas electron diffraction (GED) The metallocene sublimes at 75°c and 10-3 mm and gives aM+ in the mass spectrum. The Refinements carried out with <C 5 C 5 fixed at 20° yield significantly poorer agreement (R =7.9\ after appropriate background modification); 2 such a model can be ruled out.
It might be objected that our molecular model is inappropriate, and that the non-parallel nature of the rings is due to ring tilting rather than ring-metal-ring bending. Ring tilting would leave the Neither quasirelativistic Xa-SW calculations nor the observed photoelectron spectrum provide an explaination for the bent structure of cp;Yb in terms of molecular orbital energies 10 . It may be recalled, however, that monomeric CaF is nonlinear in the 2 gas phase 11 , and that.the dihalides of several lanthanides are found to be bent in the polarizable ion model . In this context it may also be significant that the shortest inter-ligand contact between methyl groups in both * 11 cp 2 ca and Cp 2 Yb is about 400pm, which corres~ond to twice the accepted van der Waals radius of methyl groups. In Cp 2
Mg, where no bending is observed, the perpendicular metal-to-ring distance, h, is such that inter-Jigand methyl-methyl contact are about 400pm when the rings are parallel. Table: Selected structure parameters of (C Me ) M, M= Mg, Ca, and Yb. 
